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Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (eccc)
Information Sheet, Case 001
Case fi le No. 001/18–07–2007/eccc- sc

Defendant

Name Kaing Guek Eav, alias Duch

Date of Birth 17 Nov 1942

Place of Birth Kompong Th om, Cambodia

Position in DK Deputy then Chairman of S-21 (security center 
known as Tuol Sleng)

Allegations

• Crimes against Humanity
• Grave Breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949
• Murder and Torture (over 12,000 dead)

Procedural History

Arrest Date 31 Jul 2007

Substantive Hearings 30 Mar–29 Nov 2009 (72 trial days)

The Accused, Fact Sheet, 
Public Version— Redacted
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Judgment 26 Jul 2010

Final Decision 2 Feb 2012

Participants

Defense Kar Savuth (Cambodia) & François Roux 
(France)

Prosecution Chea Leang (Cambodia) & Robert Petit 
(Canada)

Investigating Judges You Bunleng (Cambodia) & Marcel Lemonde 
(France)

Civil Parties 90 victims and their  lawyers

Trial Chamber Cambodian Judges (Nonn Nil, President, Sokhan 
Ya, Mony Th ou)

 Intl. Judges ( J- M. Lavergne, France & 
S.  Cartwright, New Zealand)

Witnesses 17 fact witnesses, 7 character witnesses, 
22 civil parties

ECCC (Khmer Rouge Tribunal)

• Type International “hybrid” tribunal

• Commenced 2006

• Temporal Jurisdiction Crimes committed during Demo cratic 
 Kampuchea (DK)

 (7 Apr 1975 and 6 Jan 1979, the period of Khmer 
Rouge Rule)

• Personal Jurisdiction Se nior Leaders &  Th ose Most Responsible

Source: ECCC, “Kaing Guek Eav”; ECCC, “Case Information Shehet, Kaing Guek Eav, alias Duch,” ECCC, 
“Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia: ECCC at a Glance.”



A Picture says a Th ousand Words
—Entry in Exhibition Comment Book , Tuol Sleng Genocide 
Museum (November 29, 2005)

evil. Black ink staining white cloth. Th e word is written across the neckline of 
the man’s polo shirt in a photo graph at the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum in 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. A caption names him: “duch (original name Kaing 
Guek Eav aka Kiev).” Duch’s head rises from the shirt collar, too large for his 
slight build. Pressed into a line, his lips conceal bad teeth. In the background, 
a man in a dark suit is a shadow  behind Duch. Someone has scribbled in white 
marker across Duch’s eyes, which glow, demonic. Another person has given 
him a small, pointy goatee, the kind associated with the devil. Th e picture is 
uncanny.

Some visitors to the museum would recognize Duch as the Khmer Rouge 
cadre who ran a secret security prison, S-21 (Security Offi  ce 21), at the site 
from 1976 to 1979. In the mid-1960s, Duch (b. 1942) had joined the Khmer 
Rouge, a Maoist- inspired group of Marxist- Leninist revolutionaries who 
had risen to power on the  ripples of the Vietnam War. Upon taking control 
on April 17, 1975, they enacted policies leading to the deaths of roughly two 
million of Cambodia’s eight million inhabitants, almost a quarter of the popu-
lation, before being deposed by a Vietnamese- backed army on January 6, 1979.

During Demo cratic Kampuchea (DK), the period of Khmer Rouge rule in 
Cambodia, over 12,000  people passed through the gates of S-21, which Duch 
ran beginning in March 1976. Almost all of the prisoners  were executed, many 

FOREGROUND

Monster
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 aft er being interrogated and tortured into making a confession. Evil. A picture 
is worth a thousand words, the saying goes. One look tells the story. What 
more needs to be said?

March 11, 2011, Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, Phnom Penh

I look again. I stand in an exhibition room at Tuol Sleng staring at Duch’s 
photo. Two years before, on March 29, 2009, the day before Duch’s trial at an 
international hybrid tribunal commenced, I passed through this room and, 
without much thought, photographed the wall on which Duch’s photo graph 
hung. His image was unmarked. Over the course of 2009, the Extraordinary 
Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (eccc), more colloquially referred to 
as the Khmer Rouge Tribunal, held seventy- seven sessions that included 
the testimony of thirty- fi ve witnesses and twenty- two victims.1 Duch spoke 
extensively during his trial, making observations and off ering his own version 
of events. Closing arguments concluded on November 27, 2009.

Th e verdict, delivered on July 26, 2010, was appealed by all sides, a pro cess 
that is ongoing as I stand in the exhibition room. Like many  others, I won der 
if this sixty- nine- year- old man, who ran this camp where so much death and 
suff ering had taken place, might end up walking  free. Lurking in the back-
ground  were other questions. Who is this man? Will his trial deliver justice? 
What sort of a person runs a place like S-21?

During the course of Duch’s trial, I considered  these questions as I attended 
dozens of trial sessions and interviewed court offi  cials, civil society workers, 
and ordinary Cambodians from the city and the countryside. Sometimes dur-
ing an interview, I would ask which moments in the trial of Duch most stood 
out. I received many answers. Some noted his ability to recite French poetry 
in the original or the time he chastised one of his former deputies for not tell-
ing the truth, bringing the man to tears.  Others remarked on the testimony of 
the survivor and artist Vann Nath, whose description of S-21 undercut some 
of Duch’s key claims; still more noted a startling turn of events on the last day 
of the trial.

Now, as I stand in front of the defaced photo graph, I reread the caption 
that spells out Duch’s name in capital lettering. It reminds me of a moment on 
the fourth day of Duch’s trial, when he was given the fl oor to tell his story and 
discussed the origin of his name.

Wearing a white, long- sleeved dress shirt, the color associated with purity 
and clarity of thought and oft en worn by teachers and lay religious prac ti-
tion ers in Cambodia, Duch stood in the dock describing his path to M-13, the 
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prison he had run during the civil war that preceded DK. His dark trousers 
 were pulled high at the waist, covering a slight paunch.

When Duch had fi nished his remarks, the Cambodian president of the 
fi ve- person Trial Chamber, Nonn Nil, asked him to be seated in the dock and 
turned the fl oor over to Judge Jean-Marc Lavergne, the international judge from 
France who sat to Nonn Nil’s far left . Each time the Trial Chamber entered and 
exited the court, Judge Lavergne’s height was apparent: he towered over the 
other judges. Judge Lavergne had a boyish face, brown hair, and glasses. In a 
soft , almost delicate tone that belied his size, he oft en asked questions about 
trauma, character, and suff ering, perhaps in part  because of his past experience 
working with victims as a judge in France. When necessary, however, he could 
be direct, probing, and challenging, especially when moral issues arose.

Judge Lavergne was the fi rst person aff orded the opportunity to directly 
question Duch during the trial proceedings. As he posed his questions, he 
sometimes gesticulated, exposing the sleeves of his blue- and- white- striped 
dress shirt beneath his undersized red court robe. If he at fi rst asked Duch 
about the historical context that had led him to M-13, Judge Lavergne soon 
turned to other  factors that had infl uenced Duch to become a revolutionary, in-
cluding the teachers who had sparked Duch’s interest in politics and his pos si ble 
exposure to vio lence while imprisoned shortly  aft er joining the Khmer Rouge.

 Aft er returning to the topic of the oath Duch had sworn to the Party, Judge 
Lavergne asked Duch if that was when he had changed his name. “My rev-
olutionary name,” Duch replied, “was the name they had me select in 1967 
while I was secretly undertaking po liti cal study.”2 Judge Lavergne asked him 
to elaborate.

“Th is name,” Duch replied, glancing at the court camera, “is commonly 
used by Cambodians and  doesn’t have any special meaning.” Pausing for em-
phasis, Duch continued, “But for me, it did. I loved this name.” His oratorical 
skills, honed during years of teaching,  were on full display, leading some ob-
servers to comment that he sounded pedantic, rehearsed, or even disingenu-
ous. He explained that when he was young, his grand father had praised the 
work of a local sculptor who had this name.

Duch had also encountered the name in a primary school text. In one pas-
sage, he told the court, “Th e teacher instructs Duch to read from a book. Duch 
rises and stands straight, his head turned face forward and unwavering, as he 
reads carefully and clearly. It was the fi rst essay in the text. So I was interested in 
the name Duch. It was a good name and a Khmer name.”3 Shift ing back to 1967, 
he explained that when he was asked to select a revolutionary name, he chose 
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“Duch”  because “I knew that the name Kaing Guek Eav was a Chinese name. 
I was becoming part of the Khmer Revolution so I had to use a Khmer name.”

Th en, raising his maimed left  hand, fi n gers extended, Duch, as if having 
concluded a lesson, returned to Judge Lavergne’s original question and sum-
marized the key points of his answer: “Th us, with regard to the name Duch, 
in terms of its exact meaning, it is a name that I liked  because I respected the 
work of the artisan Duch and I believed that the child Duch from the book 
was a good student.” Duch punctuated each point with a wave of his hand in 
the air, then leaned back in his seat and turned off  his microphone.

“So the reference,” said Judge Lavergne, seeking clarity about the memory 
of events that took place more than 40 years before, is to a student “who is 
particularly disciplined, particularly obedient, who is always ready to answer 
questions asked to him, who is always ready to learn, who is always willing 
to do what he’s told. Was that the reference?” Duch replied, “Your Honour 
is correct. I liked the name Duch  because I wanted to be like this pupil who 
was orderly and disiplined, a student who feared, respected and obeyed his 
teacher, a youth who was waiting to fulfi ll his duty, what ever it might be, well.”4

Returning to the time when Duch joined the revolution, Judge Lavergne 
asked him to confi rm his reasons for  doing so. “I was resolved to liberate 
the nation and my  people so that they would be  free from oppression,” he 
replied. “I did not have the intention of committing crimes against my coun-
try. . . .  My oath was [given to serve] the  people.”5 When Duch fi nished his 
reply, he inhaled sharply and murmured “mmmm” as he nodded his head.

Duch noted that rather than harboring criminal intentions, he had been 
ready to fearlessly sacrifi ce every thing to serve the revolution,  whether it be 
imprisonment, separation from his parents, or even death. Beyond joining the 
revolution, Duch stressed, “the  thing I loved the most was being a teacher.” 
He paused, then inhaled and continued, “I hoped that,  aft er the revolution 
had been won, they would not discard me but let me be a teacher again. Th is 
was my thought. I  didn’t know they would pull me in and have me do this sort 
of [criminal] work.” 6

Before the session ended for lunch, Judge Lavernge asked Duch which 
qualities his superiors saw in him when they chose him to run a security center. 
“Th e most impor tant quality,” he replied, “was loyalty to the Party. My patron, 
teacher Son Sen, knew me clearly, as did Elder Chhay Kim Hor and,  later, 
Elder Vorn (Vorn Vet). Th ey knew I was straight with them and would not 
dare to hide anything.” Th e Communist Party, Duch then added, also looked 
for  those who “paid attention and did their work responsibly and precisely.” 
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He had begun to speak in short bursts with sharp intakes of breath; Duch then 
raised his voice and quickly fi nished, “For my entire life, if I’m not able to do 
something, I  won’t do it. But if I am able to do it, I do it meticulously and well.”7

|  |  |

Meticulous. Th is word was oft en used to describe Duch. It seemed to fi t in many 
ways. He arrived in court prepared, sometimes carry ing stacks of documents 
with color- coded annotations. On occasion, he corrected  lawyers or recited 
court document numbers by heart. His memory was unsettling, both for its 
detail and selectivity.

But as soon as it seemed pos si ble to get a fi x on Duch, his image suddenly 
shift ed, like his name. Th e revolution was not the last time he would change 
it. At the end of DK, when the Vietnamese- backed army routed the Khmer 
Rouge, Duch fl ed in haste into the jungle, where he remained for years, con-
tinuing to serve the Khmer Rouge, who waged war against the new  People’s 
Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) government. He also returned to education, 
and he was teaching at a primary school in Samlaut district by 1985.8

In 1986, Duch changed his name to “Hang Pin,” when he was sent to China 
to teach Khmer lit er a ture.9 During the 1990s, he again returned to educa-
tion, teaching at a high school and working in a district education offi  ce. Sev-
eral of his  children also became teachers. Duch claimed that he had begun 
seeking a way to leave the Khmer Rouge as his relations with the group had 
begun to fray in the 1990s, pointing to a 1995 incident in which he had been 
injured and his wife stabbed to death, during a robbery that he thought had 
been an assassination attempt.10

Duch had converted to Chris tian ity the following year. During his trial 
he met with his pastor, who also served as one of his character witnesses. In 
1999, photographer Nic Dunlop stumbled on Duch in a remote village.11 He 
subsequently told Dunlop and journalist Nate Th ayer: “It is God’s  will you 
are  here. . . .  I have done very bad  things before in my life. Now it is time for 
les represailles [to bear the consequences] of my actions.”12 Duch said that he 
wanted to reveal the truth about S-21, whose existence Khmer Rouge leader 
Pol Pot had denied, claiming that it was a Viet nam ese fabrication.13

Shortly thereaft er, Duch was also interviewed by the representative of the 
un high comissioner for  human rights, Christophe Peschoux. During his trial, 
Duch claimed he had been deceived and “interrogated” by Peschoux, perhaps 
worried that his comments during this interview suggested he had been more 
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actively involved in the day- to- day operations of S-21 than he would acknowl-
edge during his trial.14 He was soon detained and locked in jail, where he would 
remain for many years as negotiations to establish a tribunal dragged on.

As his replies to Judge Lavergne illustrated, Duch made a number of disqui-
eting claims. A man accused of mass murder appeared to be portraying himself 
as a hero, almost a martyr, someone who embodied qualities that every one 
would applaud: hard work, diligence, resolve, devotion to nation, trustworthi-
ness, and the accomplishment of duties. Th is paradox oft en found expression 
in descriptions of Duch, including media stories at the start of his trial that ran 
with titles like “Man or Monster?”15

Given the salience of this question in popu lar discourse and as a key un-
dercurrent of Duch’s trial, I have chosen it as the title of this book. Beyond 
the apparent “ either-or” choice the question demands, it has a second sense 
that asks to think critically about the framing and the opposition it suggests. 
More broadly, this question speaks to larger issues in the study of perpetra-
tors, to arguments at the heart of this book, and, relatedly, to our humanity 
and everyday ways of thought. As I discuss in the epilogue, the question is 
provocative and haunting, off ering two narrow alternatives to characterize 
a complex person—in a manner that parallels the reductive categorization 
and transformation of  people into “enemies” that took place at S-21.

For many observers, both the heinousness of Duch’s alleged crimes and 
their seeming incomprehensibility  were heightened by the fact he was a 
teacher, a person immersed in learning and knowledge. Th is is particularly true 
in Cambodia, where teachers are highly esteemed. In fact, the Khmer term 
for “teacher,” krou, is etymologically related to the root of the Sanskrit guru, 
sometimes connoting a learned “master.” Th is is how Duch oft en described his 
krou, Son Sen, who he also described as his patron (me- ), a term that means 
“ mother” while also connoting the idea of a leader, supervisor, or master.16

Indeed, Duch’s background as a star mathe matics student and  later teacher 
repeatedly emerged at the trial, suggesting that to more fully understand what 
happened at S-21 it was necessary to always bear in mind his background. 
Like Son Sen, who was Duch’s teacher at the National Institute of Pedagogy 
in Phnom Penh, Duch joined the revolution as part of what he identifi ed as 
a group of intellectuals. Indeed, many of the leaders of the Khmer Rouge, 
including Pol Pot,  were intellectuals who had been teachers.17 Duch’s own 
teachers, including Chhay Kim Hor and Ke Kim Huot, helped inspire his in-
terest in revolution and politics.  Later, two of Duch’s top interrogators at S-21 
 were former teachers, including one who also taught math.
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His pedagogical practices had also seemed to suff use his work. When de-
scribing interrogations, he depicted the back- and- forth exchanges with the 
prisoners almost as mind games. He said his goal was to critically ascertain 
the truth. He also seemed to  handle the written prisoner confessions like stu-
dent papers, annotating them extensively, sometimes in red. He explained, “I 
had been a teacher. I had used red ink to correct students, to assess students’ 
points, and to provide my observations to students. So when I went to S-21, I 
maintained this idea of using red ink in order to diff erentiate from the black 
ink that prisoners wrote in.”18

Perhaps most jarring of all was the fact that Duch deci ded to locate his 
prison on the grounds of a school. Classrooms  were used for interrogation 
and prisoners cells. Prisoners  were executed on site. Meanwhile, a short dis-
tance away, Duch converted a building into a lecture hall where he held po liti-
cal sessions and instructed his interrogators. Th is former teacher, who claimed 
to have been forced to become a torturer and executioner, chose to have  these 
acts carried out in a place of learning.

I visited Tuol Sleng many times, looking for clues about this uncanny man 
and the acts of mass murder of which he was accused. Like me, tens of thou-
sands of  people— including tourists, diplomats, offi  cials, researchers, survi-
vors, and students— toured the compound. Some, moved by what they had 
seen, deci ded to graffi  ti Duch’s photo, to articulate an understanding of him 
and the violent acts he had committed at the site. Th is book is my articulation 
of Duch, the extermination center he ran, and his trial, all of which are suf-
fused with the uncanny. His story and trial say something about all of us, a link 
suggested by Duch’s photo and  these acts of defacement.

|  |  |

Now, as I gaze at Duch’s defaced photo at Tuol Sleng, I glimpse a trace of 
this connection. At Tuol Sleng, many of the exhibitions, ranging from display 
cases to paintings, are bordered in black by a square wooden frame. Duch’s 
photo, in contrast, is “frameless,” lacking such a clearly vis i ble border. Look-
ing closely, I notice a background rectangular trim suggesting the photo is 
mounted from  behind on a frame that is other wise out of sight.

If a frame colloquially refers to a “structure surrounding a picture, door, 
 etc.,” it more abstractly suggests a “basic under lying or supporting structure of 
a system, concept, or text,” including our ways of thinking about the world. To 
frame something is to place it in a surround, thereby sharpening the image, a 
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notion that may be extended to the articulation or formulation of a “system, con-
cept, or text.”19 As it “confers structure,” a frame encloses that which is depicted 
within, as illustrated by the images framed in the Tuol Sleng exhibitions, includ-
ing Duch’s photo graph. At the same time that the frame renders something vis i-
ble, however, it also forms a border cordoning it off  from, even as it nevertheless 
remains related to, that which lies beyond the border. When a frame fore-
grounds something, therefore, it si mul ta neously suggests a background pushed 
out of sight by the very existence of the frame and what is articulated within.

Th e faint trim surrounding Duch’s defaced photo graph therefore raises a 
series of questions that resonate with the issues of this book. How is Duch’s 
photo graph framed by the context of Tuol Sleng, the trial, and the under-
standings of passersby? How do  these frames, as illustrated by the graffi  ti in 
his photo graph, suggest an articulation of Duch as evil? To label him “evil,” 
however, is to suggest a reductive explanation that naturalizes vio lence and 
directs our gaze away from the larger context of his actions.

Ultimately, much of the “evil”— and I place this term in quotes to note my 
hesitation in using it, due to the naturalization of vio lence it suggests, even as 
I recognize the severity of the vio lence the word conveys— that took place at 
Tuol Sleng was premised on the same, everyday ways we think, as we classify 
and assert a structuring order of the cosmos and the beings who inhabit it. 
In other words, the reductive frames that Duch and his associates brought to 
bear at S-21 parallel our everyday ways of thinking, including, as illustrated in 
Duch’s photo, characterizing another person as “evil.”

Indeed, this dynamic structured Duch’s trial itself, as his subjectivity 
was framed in a variety of ways, including the rendering of a juridical status 
through the proceedings and the verdict.  Th ere is a large lit er a ture on “frames” 
and “framings”;20 I use the term in a restricted sense to refer to the ways our 
experience is or ga nized so as to “point  toward” a given articulation (and si-
mul ta neously to “point away” from that which is suggested as irrelevant even 
if related to what is highlighted): a frame is a surround that foregrounds an 
image and suggests an articulation of it.

Th e frame of a picture, like that of Duch’s photo at Tuol Sleng, provides 
a way of visualizing this point. Indeed, we might think of the frame as being 
relatively “thick” or “thin,” depending on the extent of structural pressures 
directing our gaze  toward a more singular articulation of the foregrounded 
image. If the structural pressures may be social, cultural, economic, or religious, 
they may also be enmeshed with po liti cal power in contexts like S-21, Tuol 
Sleng, and even the eccc.
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 Th ese frames have both a public and a private life. On the one hand they 
are manifest in a variety of public institutions, such as cultural codes, collec-
tive memory, and social rituals. On the other the frames that are related to 
this public knowledge and related practices are learned by individuals, who 
internalize them, sometimes in highly variable ways, and then publicly reen-
act and retransmit them in their everyday practices. Th e degree of variation 
changes across time, place, and person. At times, given frames may be more 
widespread and somewhat less variable when sociopo liti cal pressures and in-
stitutional focus is brought to bear (“thick frames”)— though such structural 
force is never complete and is met with a degree of re sis tance and variation, 
even if it oft en manifests in less public or “off stage” contexts.

|  |  |

Tuol Sleng is suggestive about such “thick frames.” At one time  today’s Tuol 
Sleng compound was part of S-21, where tremendous po liti cal pressures 
asserted the legitimacy of given DK frames for viewing the  enemy.  Th ese DK 
“thick frames” are illustrated in the fi rst half of this book. Th e Tuol Sleng Geno-
cide Museum, in turn, reframes this past in a diff  er ent way, one linked to a 
specifi c politics of memory in the PRK, the regime that replaced DK  aft er the 
Khmer Rouge  were deposed by over 100,000 Viet nam ese troops following 
an off - and-on military confl ict that began soon  aft er the Khmer Rouge took 
power and escalated into outright war in 1978.

Startled by the sudden arrival of Viet nam ese troops in Phnom Penh on 
January 7, 1979, Duch and his men fl ed the S-21 compound, leaving  behind 
thousands of confessions, photo graphs, memoranda, execution lists, and 
other materials that came to serve as the archival basis for exhibitions at the 
museum at Tuol Sleng, which was established  later in 1979, and more recently 
as a signifi cant portion of the material evidence introduced in Duch’s trial.21 
Even in 2011, the Tuol Sleng museum remained informed by this PRK poli-
tics of memory—in part  because the leaders of the PRK continued to hold 
power and still linked their legitimacy to their overthrow of the DK regime. 
Indeed, this was part of the Cambodian government’s motivation for agreeing 
to the establishment of the eccc.

The Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum

As a guest tours Tuol Sleng, this PRK po liti cal frame is immediately evident. 
Th e genocide museum consists of four main buildings, lettered A– D, which 
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are laid out in the shape of the two legs (A and D) and top (B and C) of a 
rectangle.

Each of the four buildings has three stories, though the primary exhibitions 
are located on the bottom fl oors. Guests usually proceed sequentially, starting 
with Building A. Duch’s photo hangs in a second- fl oor room of Building D, in 
an exhibition area that is noted by signage but is not on this main tourist cir-
cuit. Buildings A– D enclose a fi ft h single- story building (Building E), which is 
not open to the public and now hosts Tuol Sleng administrative offi  ces. During 
DK, some of the rooms in Building E  were also used to pro cess prisoners and 
included a room where, in 1978, several prisoner- artisans worked. At the time 
of Duch’s trial two of  these artist- prisoners, Vann Nath and Bou Meng,  were 
still alive and testifi ed, presenting their own perspective on life in the prison. 
Over the years they have also periodically returned to Tuol Sleng.

I see Vann Nath, whose health is poor, slowly walking along the path 
 toward Building D, one arm knotted  behind his back to clasp the other. Soon 
 aft er the DK regime was toppled, Vann Nath returned to work at Tuol Sleng, 
painting portraits relating to S-21 that are among the most power ful exhibits 
at the museum. Now I watch him dis appear into Building D, where his paint-

Aerial view of Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum. Photo courtesy of the Extraordinary 
Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (eccc).
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ings still hang. He reemerges on the third- story balcony of Building D and 
gazes at the tourists below.

I think about how Vann Nath stands in a corridor along which young stu-
dents walked in pre- DK times, then S-21 guards and prisoners, and now tour-
ists. From a distance, the open entrances and win dows of the classrooms 
appear blacked out and impenetrable, connected only by the exterior balcony 
passageways. Th e chipped grey- and- white concrete buildings are fronted by a 
courtyard of yellowed grass, palm trees, and clean yellow- and- red brick paths. 
 Here and  there, visitors sit on benches, chatting or in silence.

As usual, many of the Western tourists below are dressed in shorts and 
carry backpacks,  water  bottles, and cameras. I notice a child, perhaps fi ve 
years old, get a smack from his  father  aft er dropping the  family’s guidebook. 
A group of Muslims, perhaps Cambodian Chams, a group directly targeted 
by the Khmer Rouge, are gathered in front of a sign near Building E, where 
 people sometimes begin their visits before walking to Building A. In Khmer, 
En glish, and French, the sign describes how the prison was established by Pol 
Pot and his “clique”:

introduction to the tuol sleng genocide museum

In the past “TUOL SLENG” Museum was one of the secondary 
schools in the capital, called ‘Tuol Svay Prey’ high- School.  

Aft er the 17th, April 1975 Pol Pot clique had transformed 
it into a prison called ‘S-21’ (Security offi  ce 21) which was the biggest 
in Kampuchea Demo cratic. It was surrounded with the double wall 
of corrugated iron, surrounded by dense barbed wires. 

The classrooms on the ground and the fi rst floors  were pierced 
and divided into individuals cells, whereas the ones on the second floor 
used for mass detention.

Several thousands of victims (peasants, workers, technicians, 
engineers, doctors, teachers, students, buddhist monks, minister, Pol Pot’s 
Cadres, soldiers of all ranks, the Cambodian Diplomatic corps, foreigners, 
 etc.)  were imprisoned and exterminated with their wives and  children.

 There are a lot of evidences  here proving the atrocities of Pol Pot clique: 
cells, instrument of torture, dossiers and documents, lists of prisoner’s 
names, mugshots of victims, their clothes and their belonging’s.

We founded the mass graves surrounding, and in par tic u lar, the 
most ones situated 15 Km in the south- west of Phnom Penh, in the 
village of Chhoeung Ek, District Dankgor, Kandal Province.22
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Both the prose and the broken En glish translation highlight the fact that the 
museum has not been renovated in the manner of the con temporary Holo-
caust museums found in much of the Global North. Instead, the museum 
bears the imprint of the PRK regime, which, following the war, sought to en-
hance its domestic and international legitimacy by highlighting the atrocities 
of the “fascist” (and thus by implication not truly socialist) “Pol Pot clique.” 
Tuol Sleng became “Cambodia’s Auschwitz,” a symbolic reminder of the suf-
fering and death that occurred during DK. Indeed, Duch in some ways came 
to occupy a place similar to that of Adolf Eichmann, the Nazi bureaucrat 
who arranged the transport of the Jews to the death camps and came to serve 
as a symbol of Nazi atrocity.

Building A highlights this PRK atrocity frame. In front of it, the group of 
Chams stops before a memorial terrace with fourteen white, raised coffi  ns. A 
sign, “Th e Victim’s Grave,” states: “Th e 14 victim’s corpses have been found by, 
the army forces of the Front Union of Salvage National Kampuchea, through 
the building ‘A’ and carried its to bury in this place,” noting that the corpses 
included “a  woman victim. [T]hese victims  were the last ones who had been 
killed by the agent of S.21.” Again, the translation does not quite work, even if 
it strikingly connotes victimhood and atrocity.

Th is theme of atrocity is amplifi ed in ground- fl oor rooms of Building A, 
where another sign explains that S-21 used them for torture and interrogation. 
Each cell contains a metal bed frame in the center of the fl oor and a few other 
items that  were found at the site, such as iron shackles, ammunition cans that 
prisoners used to relieve themselves, and instruments of torture. For many 
years, visitors could see bloodstains on the white- and- tan checkerboard  fl oor.

Black- and- white photos, marred by mildew, suggest what the cells looked like 
when Phnom Penh fell on January 7, 1979: dead prisoners,  faces bashed in, lying 
on or next to metal bedframes to which they are shackled, in puddles of blood. 
Th e rooms have no electricity or light. Th e only illumination comes through the 
barred win dows on  either side of the cells, the iron rods casting shadows against 
the walls. Th e display contrasts strongly with the verdant vegetation that can 
be seen outside. A nearby sign on the lawn lists the security regulations at 
the prison, which threatened prisoners with admonitions such as “While get-
ting lashes or electrifi cation you must not cry at all.” During the trial, Duch 
stated that this list, like some other Tuol Sleng exhibits,  were fabrications.

Ahead, a Cambodian schoolteacher with a megaphone leads a class of 
teenage students, dressed in white- and- black uniforms,  toward Building B. I 
think of Duch lecturing his students in prerevolutionary Cambodia, and then 
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interrogators at S-21. Th e teacher leads the students past a series of photo-
graphic panels that, with the aid of terse captions, tell the story of DK.

Th e narrative starts with an attribution of guilt: a panel of “Kampuchea 
Demo cratic Leaders” that includes photo graphs of “ Brother Number One” 
Pol Pot, the French- educated leader of the Khmer Rouge, and top associates 
of his, such as “ Brother Number Two” Nuon Chea; Pol Pot’s  brother- in- law 
and  later foreign minister Ieng Sary; and Duch’s patron, defense minister Son 
Sen, another French- educated intellectual. In a group shot, several of the lead-
ers stand in front of a limousine, dressed in black as they await the arrival of a 
foreign del e ga tion.

Th e panel includes two photos of Duch that  were discussed during his 
trial. In one, he stands before a microphone, a slight smile on his face, as he 
lectures at S-21. Photographer Nic Dunlop carried this photo with him in the 
Cambodian jungles, hoping he would one day fi nd Duch. In the other photo, 
Duch stands, solemn, with his wife and the families of three of his S-21 com-
rades. Th e photos raise questions that  were asked during his trial, such as how 
a person could raise  children while  running a center where entire families 
 were killed and babies smashed against trees.

Th e time frame of the PRK narrative begins with “Th e Arrival of Kam-
puchea Demo cratic 1975,” a panel that includes photos of  children clapping 
for heavi ly armed and stern- faced Khmer Rouge who,  aft er the long civil war 
(1968–1975), victoriously entered Phnom Penh on April 17, 1975.  Little is said 
about the civil war itself, when Cambodia, caught up in the currents of the 
Vietnam War, was rent by violent upheaval.23 Homes and communities  were 
destroyed, and hundreds of thousands of Cambodians perished during this 
confl ict, which was exacerbated by intensive US bombing. Th e Khmer Rouge 
movement gained momentum in early 1970,  aft er Prince Sihanouk was de-
posed by General Lon Nol and joined the revolutionaries in a united front, 
calling on his peasant followers to fi ght Lon Nol’s Khmer Republic. As the 
ranks and territorial control of the Khmer Rouge rapidly increased in the 
early 1970s, Duch was  running M-13 prison and developing methods of inter-
rogation he would bring to S-21.

Other photos in the fi rst rooms of Building B highlight the massive socio-
economic changes the Khmer Rouge set in motion immediately  aft er taking 
power. A large map of Cambodia with arrows depicts how the Khmer Rouge 
rusticated the urban population on taking power, warning the inhabitants that 
the cities might be bombed so they had to leave for a few days. Th ey  were not 
allowed to return. Meanwhile, the Khmer Rouge began to round up perceived 



DK leaders and members of the Standing Committee of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Kampuchea (cpk). Facing forward, from left : Pol Pot (cpk secre-
tary and prime minister of DK), Nuon Chea (“ Brother Number Two”; deputy secretary 
of the cpk Central Committee), Ieng Sary (deputy prime minister for foreign aff airs), 
Son Sen (deputy prime minister for defense), and Vorn Vet (deputy prime minister for 
economy). Photo courtesy of the DC- Cam / sri Archives.

Pol Pot, also known as 
“ Brother Number One,” 
prime minister of DK and 
the leader of the Khmer 
Rouge. Photo courtesy of 
the Documentation Center 
of Cambodia (DC- Cam) / 
Sleuk Rith Institute (sri) 
Archives.



Duch speaking at S-21 meeting. Photo courtesy of the DC- Cam / sri Archives.

Duch (third from left , not wearing a cap) and S-21 staff  and families. Duch’s deputy 
Mam Nai (Chan) is fi rst from the left  (the tallest man in the photo). Photo courtesy of 
the DC- Cam / sri Archives.
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enemies, including former Khmer Republic offi  cials, civil servants, military, 
and police. Tens of thousands of  people likely perished during this initial 
phase of forced evacuations and executions.

Th e evacuations and arrests  were just part of a larger Khmer Rouge 
proj ect of mass social engineering, which involved obliterating every thing 
that smacked of capitalism, “privatism,” and class oppression.24 Broadly, the 
Khmer Rouge targeted Buddhism, the  family, village structure, economic 
activity, and public education— key sociocultural institutions in prerevolu-
tionary Cambodia. More specifi cally, they sought to eliminate corrupting in-
fl uences from the past by banning nonrevolutionary art and styles, destroying 
and damaging  temples, curtailing media and communication, ending traditional 
holidays and rituals, separating  family members, homogenizing clothing, and 
eliminating private property, including photos and other mementos. A series 
of black- and- white photo graphs in a panel titled “Forced Work in Kampuchea 
Demo cratic” depict one dimension of the collectivization pro cess, as large 
groups of Cambodians, with shovels, hoes, and baskets in hand, worked to 
build dams and canals, which  were at the center of a DK attempt to create a 
pure, self- suffi  cient agrarian society.

Cambodians working on an irrigation proj ect: “January 1, Dam, Chinith River, Kom-
pong Th om Province, 1976.” Th is photo graph is thought to have been taken by a Chinese 
photographer during a visit by DK Minister of Social Aff airs Ieng Th irith. Photo courtesy 
of the DC- Cam / sri Archives.
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In the new society, each person had to be reformed, like hot iron, in 
the  fl ames of the revolution. Th e Khmer Rouge called this “tempering” 
 people, literally “to harden by pounding” (luat dam). If hard  labor in the 
countryside provided a key method of tempering, so did the Khmer Rouge 
practice of self- criticism.

A person’s consciousness was to be reshaped during such pro cesses  until 
it aligned with the Party line, which colored the past in revolutionary red. 
Borrowing a Maoist meta phor that resonated with Buddhist conceptions of 
the wheel of life and two wheels of dhamma, the Khmer Rouge spoke of “the 
Wheel of History” (kang bravattesas) that, powered by natu ral laws that had 
been discerned by the “science” of Marxist– Leninism, moved Cambodia in-
exorably  toward communism, crushing every thing in its path.25

Achieving this goal required the creation of a country fi lled with a new sort 
of person who,  aft er being “tempered” by hard peasant  labor, criticism and 
self- criticism sessions, po liti cal meetings, and constant indoctrination, would 
develop a po liti cal consciousness that accorded with the Party line and his-
tory.  Th ose showing signs of being unable to rid themselves of vestiges of the 
past— dwelling too much on one’s former life, complaining, appearing un-
enthusiastic about the revolution, making  mistakes, or missing work— were 
sometimes said to have “memory sickness” (comngii satiaramma).26

If the sickness was chronic or did not heal rapidly, it was “cured” by execu-
tion. Indeed, execution served as the most direct means of obliterating coun-
terrevolutionary memories.  Aft er economic failures, suspected treason, and 
disagreements over the pace and direction of the revolution, the list of en-
emies widened, eventually expanding far into the ranks of the Khmer Rouge. 
At S-21, Duch and his cadre played a key role in this pro cess, extracting confes-
sions that implicated  others.

|  |  |

At Tuol Sleng, I follow the students through the rest of the white- walled 
rooms of Building B. Th e victims, represented as depersonalized corpses in 
Building A, are given  faces, though ones frozen in the frames of black- and- 
white mug shots. Most are set in checkerboard panels, a pa norama of suff er-
ing and humanity. If a visitor looks closely, clues about the victims come into 
sight.  Women crop their hair and wear black, revolutionary- style. No one 
smiles. Th e  faces of some prisoners are swollen and bruised. Many have num-
bers affi  xed to their shirts. In a few cases, the pins are stuck into skin.
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Some of the photos have been enlarged, including ones of foreigners, a 
 little boy with an iron chain around his neck, dead prisoners lying on the 
ground. Other photos reveal blindfolded  mothers and  children, including an 
almost iconic photo of a  mother holding a sleeping infant. A placard on her 
chest states her name, Chan Kim Srun, and date of arrest, March 14, 1978. She 
looks as if she is about to cry.  Th ere is almost no explanatory text. Lacking cap-
tions, the photo graphs are left  to speak for themselves.

Th e students and I continue to Building C, which is masked by a cob-
web of barbed wire. Th e bottom fl oor classrooms are fi lled with small, dark, 
brick- and- cement cells; the ones on the fl oor above are made of wood. A 
sign notes that the barbed wire was used to prevent “desperate victims” from 
jumping to their deaths, a point the guide also makes while telling the group 
about female prisoners who attempted suicide. A smaller sign with a bar 
crossing out a hand holding a pen instructs: “Do not write or paint on the 
photos and wall.”

Th rough much of Building D, Vann Nath’s paintings, based on what he wit-
nessed, heard, or was told about by other prisoners,27 provide a thread depict-
ing the atrocities that took place at the prison. In one room, portraits of a baby 
being taken from a  mother and a detainee being whipped are positioned next 
to a display case fi lled with instruments of torture: iron bars, rope and wire, 
shackles, a shovel, even an axe. In another painting, a forlorn and emaciated 
prisoner sits alone, shackled by the ankle, in a tiny brick- and- mortar cell. I 
look down at the fl oor and see the cement outline of the tiny cells depicted 
in the painting, the trace of a trace, classroom, cell, museum, art, memory. 
Vann Nath’s paintings have dark backgrounds, against which are cast pallid, 
half- clad bodies in vari ous states of pain and ruin. Th e visitors in the group 
are  silent.

Torture is highlighted in the third room. Vann Nath’s paintings depict some 
of the techniques. In one, a prisoner’s head is immersed in  water as an inter-
rogator watches. Another shows a pair of interrogators at work. One takes a 
scorpion out of a cage while his partner uses pliers to pinch the nipple of a 
bare- chested  woman strapped to a platform. Pointing to another painting de-
picting a cadre using pliers to extract a prisoner’s fi ngernails above a small pool 
of blood, the guide says, “You can see how victim tortured like this. Very cruel.”

Th e students continue on to the last room, the climactic ending. If the tour 
began with unrecognizable corpses (Building A), moved to photos of the vic-
tims’  faces (Building B), and through the now empty cells in which prisoners 
 were kept (Building C), to portraits and displays depicting the prisoners’ bare 



Unidentifi ed prisoner, S-21. Photo courtesy of the DC- Cam / sri Archives.

Chan Kim Srun (Sang) and 
infant, S-21, 1978. Photo courtesy 
of the DC- Cam / sri Archives.
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life at S-21 in graphic detail (Building D), the visitors are last presented with 
tangible remains. For many years, the far wall included an enormous map of 
Cambodia made up of skulls, supposedly taken from  every province in Cam-
bodia  aft er DK, with the country’s rivers painted blood red. Th is sort of image 
has become iconic of Cambodia, which is oft en represented, like other sites 
of mass murder, by association with skulls or, in the case of Cambodia, by the 
phrase “the killing fi elds.”  Aft er a controversy about the appropriateness of the 
map of skulls, the exhibit was taken down in 2002, though some of the skulls 
are still on display.

On the other walls of the room, Vann Nath’s paintings illustrate how the 
prisoners  were tied in a line and marched to a mass grave, where a Khmer 
Rouge executioner clubbed them on the back of the head and slit their throats. 
One painting, set at the edge of a pond overfl owing with corpses, depicts a 
Khmer Rouge cadre bayoneting an infant who has been tossed into the air. 
A large photo graph of a mass grave fi lled to the brim with the remains of the 
dead reinforces the message. Some visitors break down in tears.

|  |  |

On exiting building D, I see a sign inviting guests to view temporary exhibi-
tions on the second fl oor of Building D. Th e group of students ascends the 
stairway. I follow them into the second- fl oor corridor and the fi rst room, 
where an exhibition, entitled “Vanished,” is displayed. A series of panels tells 
the stories of the “new  people”: the urbanites and rural refugees the Khmer 
Rouge marked as less trustworthy, since they had not supported the Khmer 
Rouge during the civil war. A young Western tourist, a large  water  bottle dan-
gling from her hand, gazes at a black- framed poster of a black- and- white  family 
portrait photo graph. In the next room, the group of students listens to their 
teacher as they view a second exhibition, “Stilled Lives,” which broadens the 
story, telling about the experiences of the “base  people” who had supported 
the Khmer Rouge during the war and oft en enjoyed higher status as a result, 
some serving as soldiers or cadre. Th e students continue on to a third fl oor 
classroom, where Vann Nath waits, as he now does on occasion, to tell them 
about his experiences at the prison.

Th e third room’s exhibition, “Victims and Perpetrators? Testimony of 
Young Khmer Rouge Comrades,” profi les several  people who worked at S-21. 
I pause by photo graphs of a man I recognize, Him Huy, a former S-21 guard 
who oversaw the transport of detainees to an execution site.
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A black- and- white DK photo graph of Him Huy wearing a Mao cap is 
juxtaposed with a 2002 color photo of him with his wife and infant in his 
rural village. His large hand is outstretched,  gently holding the fin gers of 
his child. Vann Nath told me that, at S-21, Huy was “savage” and had killed 
many  people. “I  didn’t want to work  there,” Huy states in an accompany-
ing panel. “I was ordered to do this; if I had refused, they would have 
killed me.”

Duch made the same claim.

 People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) Atrocity Frame

Duch’s photo hangs in the fourth room. I gaze at it, consider how his photo-
graph is framed within the museum, which was created soon  aft er DK by the 
new PRK. Th is backdrop infl ects not just Duch’s defaced photo graph but also 
his trial and the eccc.

In advance of their invasion of Cambodia, the Viet nam ese pieced together 
a small, pro- Vietnamese group of Cambodian communist leaders, made up 
of longtime Cambodian revolutionaries who had been living in Vietnam 
for years and Khmer Rouge defectors who had fl ed the DK purges, to cre-
ate the Kampuchean United Front for National Salvation. Th is group, which 
included Hun Sen, the then young Khmer Rouge defector who has eff ectively 

Him Huy and S-21 guards. Him Huy (fourth from left ) is in the center, with a gun slung 
 behind his right shoulder. Photo courtesy of the DC- Cam / sri Archives.
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ruled Cambodia since becoming prime minister in 1985, formed the nucleus 
of the PRK, which next came to power.

Almost immediately the new regime was beset by prob lems of legitimacy. 
Th e PRK government, initially headed by Heng Samrin, was closely linked 
to Vietnam, which had supplied roughly 150,000 troops for the invasion and 
wielded obvious infl uence over the government, including the appointment 
of its top leaders. While initially welcoming Vietnam’s help in overthrowing 
the Khmer Rouge, many Cambodians remained suspicious of a country that 
was oft en viewed as a historical  enemy coveting Cambodian land.

Some Cambodians also viewed the PRK regime with suspicion both 
 because, like DK, it was socialist and  because, like Heng Samrin and Hun Sen, 
a number of high- ranking offi  cials  were former Khmer Rouge.28 Fi nally, the 
PRK government was increasingly threatened by new re sis tance groups and a 
resurgent Khmer Rouge army that,  aft er arriving in tatters at the Th ai border, 
was propped up by foreign powers.

Memory mixed with politics as the PRK regime set out to articulate a nar-
rative of the recent past that would buttress their legitimacy both domestically 
and abroad.29 Genocidal atrocity stood at the center of this story. Th e new 
PRK po liti cal narrative centered around the theme of a magnifi cent revolu-
tion subverted by a small group of evildoers, led by the “Pol Pot” or “Pol Pot– 
Ieng Sary– Khieu Samphan clique.”30 Inspired by a deviant Maoist strain of 
socialism, the narrative went, this clique had misled or coerced lower- ranking 
cadre into unwitting participation in a misdirected campaign of genocide.

As a result, most former Khmer Rouge cadre, including by implication 
many PRK offi  cials,  were said to be not ultimately responsible for the DK vio-
lence and suff ering. Socialist discourses remained central to this narrative, 
as the PRK regime could still speak of how the revolutionary movement 
had “won the glorious victory of 17 April 1975, totally liberating our country” 
from “the yoke of colonialism, imperialism, and feudalism.”31 With a growing 
Khmer Rouge insurgency on the border, this PRK role as liberator had reso-
nance for many Cambodians.

Besides civil war, the PRK regime faced other domestic prob lems, rang-
ing from an economy and infrastructure in shambles to potential famine.32 
Entire government bureaucracies, including the health care and educational 
systems, had to be completely rebuilt. Staffi  ng was extremely diffi  cult since 
the Khmer Rouge had targeted civil servants, intellectuals, educators, and 
professionals. Only a handful of  legal personnel had survived, a legacy that 
has contributed to Cambodia’s con temporary judicial prob lems.
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For the next de cade, Cambodia remained entangled in the web of the Cold 
War. Linked through Vietnam to the Soviet bloc, the PRK regime found itself 
isolated by a strange co ali tion of Th ailand and its anticommunist Southeast 
Asian neighbors, China, and the United States and other Western democra-
cies. Revitalized by covert Th ai- US- China support, the Khmer Rouge deft ly 
played on Cold War fears. Former DK foreign aff airs minister Ieng Sary soon 
became their top spokesperson. In a June 1979 interview he warned: “If 
Cambodia became a Viet nam ese satellite it would have direct repercussions 
on Th ailand.” Ieng Sary also denied that the Khmer Rouge had carried out a 
genocide, stating that “in all of Cambodia perhaps some thousands” had been 
killed. Instead, it was Vietnam that was carry ing out “a genocide of our race 
and nation.”33

Th e United States and other Western powers did  little to refute such deni-
als, with diplomats oft en avoiding the use of the term “genocide” when refer-
ring to the Khmer Rouge.34 Cambodia’s seat at the un was even awarded to 
the Khmer Rouge, creating a situation in which the DK del e ga tion was given 
international legitimacy while the PRK regime became diplomatically iso-
lated and was prevented from receiving needed international aid.

In this context, the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum was established. Just 
days  aft er Duch and his men fl ed, Viet nam ese soldiers noticed a bad smell 
coming from the compound and  were shocked to discover dead bodies and 
the trove of documentation that had been left   behind.  Under the guidance of 
Viet nam ese experts, the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum was quickly created to 
provide domestic and international audiences with evidence of the atrocities 
of the “Pol Pot clique.” By mid-1979, groups of offi  cials and journalists  were 
being taken to the site, which soon opened to receive friendly foreign del e ga-
tions and the Cambodian public.

Th e PRK regime asserted this atrocity narrative in a variety of domains, 
ranging from the construction of memorials to the creation of highly po-
liticized schoolbooks, some of which taught young students to learn to read 
and write using short vignettes demonstrating the atrocities of the “Pol Pot 
clique.” One lesson focused specifi cally on S-21. On the Tuol Sleng wall where 
Duch’s photo graph hangs, other photo graphs depict related PRK commemo-
rative initiatives. Several show scenes from the August 1979  People’s Revolu-
tionary Tribunal, at which the PRK regime convicted Pol Pot and Ieng Sary 
in absentia of genocide. Another photo shows a  woman with her fi st pressed 
against her forehead as she speaks into a large microphone at a PRK genocide 
remembrance event, likely the annual “Day to Remain Tied in Anger” against 
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the “Pol Pot clique.” Th e  woman sobs. Rows of skulls are displayed  behind 
her. Th e eye sockets, dark and empty, stare.

|  |  |

On the ledge of the single barred win dow in the room, I see a book with a red 
cover that invites visitors to “please comment.”  People from all over the world 
have written comments about their impressions of the museum, most of which 
are dated and signed. Many of the entries by Cambodians echo the PRK atroc-
ity narrative, referring to the “Pol Pot regime/clique,” describing its actions as 
“savage” or “cruel” (khokhov), and noting the person’s anger and anguish (chheu 
chap).35 I glance back at the Duch photo, notice that someone has written “de-
spicable cruel one” in Khmer on Duch’s white shirt just below the En glish “evil.” 
From the vantage of this PRK atrocity frame, only a savage monster could have 
run a place where such terrible acts took place.

 Human Rights Frame

Reading through the lined comment book, I fi nd entries that range from a 
word or two to half a page or more. Th ey are written in many languages, though 
most are in En glish and Khmer. If the English- language commentaries invoke 
atrocity, they oft en do so from a  human rights frame that points  toward an 
interpretation of them as mass  human rights violations or crimes against hu-
manity. Many of the comments reference the post- Holocaust refrains “Never 
forget” and “Never again.”  Th ese invocations are oft en linked to humanitarian 
sentiments, not just recognizing the suff ering of the victims but asserting an 
empathetic connection to them and moral desire to act.36 Th e museum arti-
facts provide the point of connection that links the visitor to both victim and 
perpetrator. A man from the UK wrote: “I have never been so disturbed to see 
such inhuman suff ering by the  people. So barbaric. Let us be sure this never 
happens again.”37

Th is refrain of “Never again” also appears in another theme found in the 
remarks of visitors to Tuol Sleng: global citizenship. While this term is fairly 
elastic, it connotes membership in the global community, with an accompa-
nying worldly perspective and commitment to a set of transnational rights, 
duties, and obligations.  Th ese include a commitment to  human rights and 
global concerns, ranging from international law to environmental issues and so-
cial justice. While humanitarian sentiments are oft en associated with it, global 
citizenship suggests a more ce re bral approach, one involving understanding 
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(versus the driving compassion of humanitarianism) and appropriate action, 
including the imperative of prevention.

Relatedly, many of the commentaries mention learning “lessons” from 
Tuol Sleng, which a number describe as an “eye- opening experience.” From this 
perspective, Tuol Sleng serves a pedagogical role. Th us a  woman from Oregon 
wrote: “Stunning in its absolute cruelty and effi  ciency . . .  / I can only hope we 
(as a global community) take the lessons from this place and prevent such evil 
from consuming another innocent life.”38  Others discourse about geopolitics, 
 human rights violations, perpetrator motivation, the obligations of the global 
citizen, and the possibility for justice and healing.

 Aft er the start of the Duch case, justice became a more frequent theme in 
the commentaries at Tuol Sleng. One of the longer entries in the comment 
book reads: “A fair & just trial with all evidence presented  free of bias or emo-
tion  will give Cambodians & the world the closure required. A court trial is 
not about revenge, it is about truth, & from that truth according justice.” On 
the side of the page, a person has written: “Th is is exactly my sentiment.”39 
Th e focus on the end point of justice illustrates the  future orientation of many 
of the commentaries, which move from the devastation of the past to a better 
 future. In many cases, the Cambodian case is depicted as a par tic u lar example 
of the universal category of crimes against humanity, a point emphasized by 
noting the link to other cases of mass  human rights violations.

Such invocations of “justice” dovetail with a set of discourses and practices 
at the Tribunal itself, which might be called the “transitional justice imagi-
nary.”40 In this articulation, Duch’s trial represents a manifestation of a larger 
pro cess of humanitarian uplift  by which authoritarian confl ict- ridden states 
are transformed into their opposite, a progressive neoliberal demo cratic order 
characterized by  human rights and the rule of law.

During the February 2009 initial hearing, Duch’s  lawyer, François Roux, 
explic itly made this connection, asserting that “seeking transitional justice” 
is at “the very core of what  we’re about  here [in the court].”41 To highlight his 
point, Roux quoted transitional justice scholar Pierre Hazan’s comment that 
transitional justice seeks to rebuild socie ties torn asunder, a pro cess in which 
 people needed to “perceive the humanity of the other” to succeed. According 
to Hazen, Roux added, transitional justice was characterized by “the one key 
formula” of “truth, justice, forgiveness [and] reconciliation.”42

If Hazen’s point about “seeing the face of the other” played a role in 
Roux’s defense strategy for Duch, transitional justice was the motor of the 
transformation of a failed past into a successful  future. Th is assumption was 
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frequently implicit in many remarks made during Duch’s trial, as  were the re-
lated humanitarian and  human rights frames that also formed a strong current 
in the Tuol Sleng comment books.

|  |  |

Now I return to the defaced photo graph of Duch, reconsider the image, and 
look for more clues. Under neath Duch’s name, a caption says the photo is 
from the “Documentation Center of Cambodia Archives.” On an adjacent 
descriptive panel, which is large and surrounded by a black frame, is a title 
in yellow lettering: “justice and responsibility.” Th e text begins with 
a question: “Why has it taken over thirty years to bring the former leaders 
of the Khmer Rouge to justice?” While the panel includes photos from the 
PRK regime, it focuses on the path to justice, with the implicit framing of the 
Khmer Rouge atrocities as a  human rights violation. It speaks of the “Khmer 
Rouge,” as opposed to the PRK’s focus on the “Pol Pot clique.”

Part of the reason, the panel explains, is geopolitics. “ Because the [PRK] 
was supported by Vietnam, an unlikely scenario developed in which both 
China (the main backer of the Khmer Rouge), Th ailand (fearful of the Viet-
nam ese troops massed near its border), and the United States (embroiled in 
the Cold War and still stung by its defeat in Vietnam) and its allies” sought to 
isolate the PRK regime and rearm the Khmer Rouge.

Th e PRK took steps to hold the Khmer Rouge accountable, the text 
notes, by gathering evidence and holding the  People’s Revolutionary Tri-
bunal. However, in contrast to the PRK atrocity narrative, this  human rights 
narrative notes that  these initiatives “failed to meet international standards of 
justice,” even as the panel adds that, during the 1980s, the PRK regime “called 
for an international tribunal, a call that went unheeded as the international 
community glossed over the ‘unfortunate events of the past’ in supporting 
the Khmer Rouge.”

A peace settlement led to the withdrawal of Viet nam ese troops from Cam-
bodia in 1989 and a “1993 un- sponsored election in Cambodia, which the Khmer 
Rouge ended up boycotting in  favor of continued armed strug gle.” Mean-
while, “the United States and other members of the international community 
began to call for a tribunal. Due to a successful defection campaign, the Royal 
Government of Cambodia demurred in  favor of reconciliation.”

During the late 1990s, the situation changed when “a large number of 
high- ranking Khmer Rouge, including Ieng Sary, Khieu Samphan, Ke Pauk, 
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and Nuon Chea,  were allowed to defect to the government. Two  others, the 
general Ta Mok and Duch, the former head of S-21,  were captured and placed 
 under arrest” in 1999.

In 2003, the panel continues, “the Cambodian government and the un 
fi  nally signed an agreement to establish the Extraordinary Chambers in the 
Courts of Cambodia (eccc), which  will be a ‘mixed tribunal’ comprising 
Cambodian and international  legal personnel.” Ultimately, due to po liti cal 
realities, “the eccc has been given limited temporal and personal jurisdic-
tion: it  will only try crimes committed during DK and prosecute  those Khmer 
Rouge who  were ‘se nior leaders’ and criminally ‘most responsible.’  Because of 
further delays, the eccc only began operation in July 2006.”

Th e photo graphs on display “depict some of the key moments in this long 
road to justice: the 1979 PRK tribunal, the signing of the 2003 agreement es-
tablishing the eccc, and the site of the eccc itself. Other pictures, such as 
the pictures of Khmer Rouge leaders and mid- ranking offi  cials ‘then and now,’ 
raise impor tant questions about justice and responsibility.”

Th e panel concludes with a series of rhetorical questions: “Who, Cambo-
dians are asking, should be held accountable for the vio lence that took place 
during DK? Why have the se nior leaders of the Khmer Rouge been allowed 
to live freely for so long? And,  will they, like Pol Pot (who died in April 1998) 
and Ta Mok ( July 2006), die before they face justice or  will they be tried for 
genocide and crimes against humanity?”

If this  human rights frame foregrounds Duch in a legalistic manner, it may 
also suggest, like the PRK atrocity frame, an articulation of him as a monster 
since, by implication, only someone who was inhuman could commit crimes 
against humanity. Some Tuol Sleng visitors suggest the incomprehensibility 
of the atrocities they have seen through terse remarks such as “No words,” 
“Why?” “Indescribable,” “Words fail me,” or “Speechless.”

Other visitors seek to provide an answer to the “why” of atrocity by de-
scribing it in terms of monstrosity, as illustrated by the English- language com-
mentaries that use terms like “madness,” “inhumanity,” “barbarities,” “cruelty,” 
“cretins,” “horrors,” and “evil.” A  woman from the Netherlands writes: “ People 
who can do this to other  people are no more than monsters!”43 Still other com-
mentaries tentatively grapple with “ human nature” or the “capacity” for evil.

Indeed, this language and imagery of monstrosity is frequently used to de-
scribe genocidal perpetrators in fi lms, the media, and the popu lar imagination, 
providing a seeming answer to the seeming paradox of perpetration: how can 
a  human commit inhuman acts? Sometimes savagery is depicted iconically, 
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epitomized by fi gures like the swastika- adorned Nazi or janjaweed “dev ils on 
 horse back” and images of skulls, mass graves, gas chambers, and victims. Part 
of the power of the language and imagery of savagery comes from the fact that 
atrocity seems to contrast strongly with the normalcy of our lives.

Yet the self- evidentiary association of perpetrators with savagery helps to 
naturalize genocidal vio lence and direct explanation in two prominent direc-
tions. On the one hand the “savage” monster represents a lower, more animal- 
like state of development, one linked to the “barbaric” and “primitive” as the 
nadir of a scale that rises  toward “civilization.” As such, it appears “natu ral” that 
monsters  will commit horrifi c and at times seemingly “irrational” acts with-
out the deep moral concern of “civilized”  people. In this explanation, vio lence 
becomes biologized as something that is “in the nature” of savage, monstrous 
beings. On the other hand the imagery of excessive cruelty may imply psy-
chological deviance. In this framing, horrible acts of cruelty are perpetrated 
by sadistic monsters who derive an oft en sexualized gratifi cation by infl icting 
pain and harm on  others.  Here, genocide and mass vio lence are naturalized 
as psychological dysfunction.  Th ese sorts of explanations circulated during 
Duch’s trial, suggesting he was a monster.

Besides fi nding traction in folk beliefs about “nature,” such explanations 
are, paradoxically, also comforting. For they lead us to answer the question 
“How could they do it?” in a manner affirming that we are not like that. 
Genocide is something that only other sorts of beings (savage and socio-
pathic monsters) would do. The word “evil” graffitied onto Duch’s photo 
likely emerged from this sort of “shallow articulation” of the perpetrator as 
monster.

Th e monster trope is one that has appeared in a variety of contexts involv-
ing genocide and mass murder, perhaps most famously in controversies sur-
rounding the Nazi bureaucrat Adolf Eichmann. He was captured in Argentina 
by Israeli operatives and placed on trial in Jerusalem in 1961. Many observ-
ers regarded him as a maniacal anti- Semite, a monster responsible for mass 
murder.  Little explanation was needed. A similar sentiment was evident at 
the start of Duch’s trial. Like  those who scribbled on Duch’s photo at Tuol 
Sleng, some  people already viewed him as evil and took for granted that he 
had done horrible  things, apparently with glee. In articles, essays, and casual 
conversations, Duch was oft en described in terms similar to  those that would 
be inscribed on his photo at Tuol Sleng, as illustrated by headlines such as 
“Memories of Evil Stir as Duch Trial Open,” “Monster of the Killing Fields,” 
and “At last, Justice for Monsters.”44
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Hannah Arendt’s groundbreaking work on the Eichmann trial argued 
that this sort of reductive explanation misdirects us away from other criti-
cal  factors.45 As opposed to being an anti- Semitic monster, Arendt contro-
versially argued, Eichmann’s  great failing was his thoughtlessness, a failure to 
think that she referred to as “the banality of evil.” If  others have argued con-
vincingly that Eichmann was in fact highly anti- Semitic and took the initiative 
(as opposed to being a passive pawn), Arendt nevertheless drew attention to 
a dimension of mass vio lence that had been overlooked.

In this book, I infl ect Arendt’s argument diff erently. Th e “banality of evil,” 
I suggest, is not just a failure to think in exceptional circumstances but part 
of our everyday thinking. In par tic u lar, the everyday ways we simplify and 
categorize the world in order to navigate complexity— particularly renderings 
of us and them, self and other— directly parallels a key dynamic in the geno-
cidal pro cess.46 Along  these lines, I show how  there  were moral economies in 
circulation at the eccc that framed Duch in diff  er ent ways— just as the PRK 
atrocity and  human rights frames suggested articulations of Duch’s photo at 
Tuol Sleng.

Th is book considers how Duch was “graffi  tied” by participants and observ-
ers at his trial while also considering the ways the Khmer Rouge framed their 
victims at S-21. All of us, in a sense, are “graffi  ti artists.” Th e frames and under-
standings we use to inscribe meaning on the world enable us to navigate our 
social worlds. We use them  every day. Th ey mediate our lived experience— 
including justice and genocide. Th ey also mediate this book.

Our framings and understandings demand refl ection, since they other wise 
pass as “natu ral,” as the graffi  ti on Duch’s image revealed. In this sense, the 
“failure to think” is a constant challenge, an inevitable part of the everyday 
ways we think about, frame, and articulate the world. As we think, then,  there 
is a need to critically refl ect about how we are framing, including framings 
suggesting interpretations of self and other. Given the Judeo- Christian and 
oft en naturalized uses of the word “evil,” perhaps we should consider not just 
the “banality of evil” but also the way the acts we call “evil” are intimately 
bound up with the “banality of everyday thought,” our everyday ways of fram-
ing and categorizing the world— and all that, in so  doing, we erase.

|  |  |

As I stand in Building D, looking at the graffi  ti on Duch’s defaced photo, I 
won der who assembled this exhibition. I glance back at the descriptive panel 
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and reread it. Th is time I notice a single credit line at the bottom of the page, 
in a tiny, barely legible font. Th e credit reads: “Text by Dr. Alexander Hinton 
in Night of the Khmer Rouge: Genocide and Justice in Cambodia (2007).”

The Redactic

Like the other exhibitions on the second fl oor of Building D, the one with 
Duch’s photo was sponsored by the Documentation Center of Cambodia 
(DC- Cam), a local ngo that worked for many years gathering documenta-
tion to support the trial of former Khmer Rouge leaders. DC- Cam transferred 
almost a million pages of documentation to the court, much of which served 
as evidence in Duch’s trial. Th ey also used this material to create exhibitions.

In 2000, I fi rst visited DC- Cam while conducting research for a book. Youk 
Chhang, the director of DC- Cam,  later invited me to serve as one of their 
academic advisors. We have since collaborated in diff  er ent ways, including an 
original 2007 exhibition and related cata logue titled Night of the Khmer Rouge: 
Genocide and Justice in Cambodia.47  Later DC- Cam informed me that they 
would be putting part of the exhibition on display in Cambodia. But I heard 
nothing further about the exhibition and had completely forgotten about the 
connection  until the day I read the credit line of the panel, adapted from text 
I had written for the 2007 exhibition.

Suddenly seeing my name listed as the author of the text was thus an unset-
tling experience at an uncanny locale. Th e unexpected presence of my name 
is revealing in a number of re spects, suggesting my own positioning in this 
proj ect as well as a thread  running throughout this book.

While the uncanny has been defi ned in diff  er ent ways, it signifi es a juxtapo-
sition of the familiar and strange that is unsettling and even eerie. In his famous 
essay “Th e Uncanny,” Sigmund Freud discusses the German term for uncanny, 
unheimlich. Unheimlich is the antonym of heimlich, which refers to that which 
belongs “to the  house, not strange, familiar,” while connoting something safely 
contained or even concealed.48 For Freud, then, the uncanny involves a disrup-
tion of the familiar, as something normally hidden from (public/open) view is 
suddenly glimpsed, leading to a sense of unease. In the case of the Tuol Sleng 
exhibition with Duch’s photo graph, I felt the uncanny as I suddenly saw my 
name where it  didn’t belong, in an exhibition at Tuol Sleng that I was examin-
ing. Text that belonged in a given time and place suddenly burst forth in a radi-
cally diff  er ent context; my words  were familiar but strange.

Tuol Sleng is an uncanny place. Indeed, part of the power of the site comes 
from the unease it evokes. Visitors are confronted with im mense suff ering, 
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imprisonment, torture, and death, experiences normally kept out of sight. If 
the uncanny is obliquely suggested by comments that  there are “no words” 
to describe what has been seen, it is also more directly referenced by visitors 
who write  things like “goosebumps,” “R.I.P,” “horrifi c,” “shocking,” “upsetting,” 
“chilling,” “disturbing,” and “evil.”49 Visitors sometimes remark on the stares 
of the victims in the photo graphs, which are themselves disturbing, providing 
a moment of seeming contact with  people shortly before death, a moment 
usually unseen and repressed. And then  there are the hauntings, the spirits 
said to inhabit the site. Th e uncanny also emerged repeatedly during Duch’s 
trial—in sudden disjunctures, invocations of the spirits of the dead, the 
politics of the court, and Duch’s comments and be hav ior.

Th e uncanny’s suggestion of excess, overfl ow, and eruption leads to another 
notion that informs my analy sis: the redactic. I juxtapose it to the didactic 
and to legalism (emphasizing the juridical, the rule of law, accountability, and 
deterrence), which are oft en asserted as two key objectives of tribunals.50 
What legalism and the didactic less frequently attend to is that which is elided 
by the histories, juridical pro cess, and other articulations that mediate our 
understanding of the  world.

Post-9/11, many  people are familiar with redaction, or the erasure— oft en 
by blacking out—of names, words, or phrases in offi  cial documents when 
sensitive or classifi ed information is involved. But the word “redact” has a 
broader range of referents. Etymologically, “redact” is derived from the Latin 
stem redigere, meaning “to drive or send back, return, to bring back, restore, 
to convert, reduce, to bring (into a condition), to bring ( under a category), to 
bring into line.”51 Most simply, I use “the redactic” to refer to the pro cess of “ed-
iting out.” Th e term’s etymology highlights that, more abstractly, the redactic 
connotes articulation (disparate parts brought together to create a  whole), re-
duction (involving a diminishment), and conversion/calibration (something 
brought into accordance with a category).

All of  these senses of the redactic relate to framing. A frame involves con-
version and calibration since it is premised on a conceptual order. Framing 
also involves reduction, since, like the borders of a photo graph, it foregrounds 
a certain image that is blocked off  from a larger contextual background. Th e 
image highlighted by the frame points  toward an articulation, a formation of 
meaning calibrated to accord with the operative frame while editing out what 
is deemed unnecessary, extraneous, or discordant.

An articulation of “Duch the monster,” then, may emerge from both the 
PRK atrocity frame as well as the  human rights frame. But such articulations, 
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which are part of the banality of everyday thought, inevitably fall short, assert-
ing an edited and truncated version of a more complex real ity. Th is pro cess, 
part of our everyday thinking, is also a critical aspect of the genocidal pro cess 
as the members of the victim group, in a situation of socioeconomic upheaval 
and structural transformation, are thickly framed and categorized in a man-
ner leading to a shallow articulation that reduces their complex histories to 
characteristics of a given type.

 Th ese articulations are haunted by the uncanny. Th e redactic suggests an act 
of force as excess meaning is “driven back” in the very attempt at formulation. 
As we inscribe meaning, we also redact, editing out a more complex real ity that 
inevitably exceeds the confi nes of the articulation we produce. We are all redac-
tors, since, through the act of constructing meaning, our articulations neces-
sarily involve editing, a reduction and attempted conversion that always leaves 
something out, repressed excesses that may return— a haunting that is oft en 
uncanny, strange yet familiar, unsettling as it disrupts the taken- for- granted.

Th us Duch, as a complex  human being, could never be fully characterized 
as a “monster.” From the start of his trial, he seemed professorial and remorse-
ful, qualities that did not accord with the assumed savagery and sociopathic 
be hav ior of a monster. Some  people presumed he had to be lying. Never-
theless, for  those who simply viewed him as a monster, Duch’s actions  were 
uncanny, as “Duch the monster” clashed with a familiar yet strange articula-
tion of “Duch the man.” Th e title of this book foregrounds this point with the 
question “Man or Monster?”— which is meant to provoke thought about the 
oft en oversimplifi ed ways we think about  people like Duch.

Another way to think of the redactic is to consider released classifi ed docu-
ments about post-9/11 US interrogation and detention practices. In many of 
 these documents, an enormous amount of text is blacked out. Th e redacted 
document provided an articulation of meaning, though one that was clearly di-
minished and left  out key information, a haunting presence lurking in the dark, 
driven back  behind the blackout yet still  there, an excess of meaning waiting 
to overfl ow. Th e back- mounted frame of Duch’s defaced photo graph provides 
another way to visualize the redactic, as it is pressed over a space that  can’t be 
seen, suggested only by a trace, the edges of the frame.

Th e trace, a presence obscured by articulation, is labile, haunting, and a 
point of pressure. Th is pressure may grow, welling up like a plant pod ready-
ing to release its seeds or a medical suture  under stress, and at times suddenly 
burst open— what is known in botany and medicine as dehiscence, a word 
etymologically suggests a sudden eruption, gaping, or yawning.52
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If we are to deepen our understanding of a given phenomenon, we must 
become attuned to such traces and the uncanny, which hint at more com-
plex realities that have been elided. In situations of potential or ongoing vio-
lence, of which DK is an extreme, such critical thinking entails consideration 
of the thick frames and shallow articulations of the other. In the court, in turn, 
juridical articulation may mask complex po liti cal and historical realities and, 
infl ected by the thick frames of law, produce a shallow articulation of criminal-
ity. Likewise, in our daily life, we constantly use frames suggesting naturalized 
articulations of self and other that need to be destabilized and unpacked.

 Th ese dynamics are bound up with the banality of everyday thought, for 
reductions of the other that are taken to the extreme in genocide are pres ent 
in our everyday lives. Arendt astutely noted the connection of the banality of 
evil to thoughtlessness. By foregrounding “evil,” however, her phrasing con-
notes the exceptional. I suggest that such “thoughtlessness” might be supple-
mented by the notion of “the banality of everyday thought”— even if in both 
formulations (one focusing on the exceptional, the other on the everyday) 
what is called for is critical thinking, what might be called “refl exive articula-
tion” and, as I discuss at the end of the book, “aff acement.”

In a sense, then, this book is an “anthropology of the redactic” that asks us to 
pay greater attention to that which is redacted by the frames and articulations 
that mediate our everyday lives. Th e uncanny remains a guidepost pointing 
to framing, articulation, calibration, eff acement, and the redactic. A haunting 
presence, the uncanny is manifest in moments, large and small, when the banal-
ity of everyday thought is suddenly unsettled by what is just out of sight— 
such as my reading the single credit line with my name at the bottom of the 
“Justice and Responsibility” exhibition panel that suddenly placed me directly 
into the context of the frames mediating Tuol Sleng, the graffi  ti on the Duch 
photo, and the topic and site I was studying— places where the researcher is 
not supposed to appear or belong.

|  |  |

Yet this book is also written diff erently from many ethnographies. Instead 
of foregrounding straightforward exposition and exegesis, I have sought to 
write an ethnodrama, an ethnography that includes ele ments of dramatic 
structure and uses language and narrative structure to raise questions and 
evoke ambiguities that are oft en glossed over in expository writing.  Aft er 
writing the book, I discovered that  there is a small anthropological lit er a ture 
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on ethnodrama that links it to anthropological concerns with repre sen ta tion, 
per for mance, and ethnographic narrative style. Th is lit er a ture, however, has 
largely focused on ethnotheater, or performative ethnography, which oft en is 
scripted and staged.53

In keeping with this orientation, this book has a dramatic structure that 
includes a protagonist (Duch), an agonist (his victims), key roles and charac-
ters (defense, prosecution, judge), a stage (the courtroom where the trial took 
place), and dramatic action (events unfolding before an audience). Indeed, 
each morning the start of the proceedings was marked by the drawing of cur-
tains, and the proceedings are sometimes referred to as “the show.” Th is book 
also includes monologues, dialogues, a plot- like structure, scene, suspense, 
and a denouement.

Moreover, even if this book includes exegesis, including this very discus-
sion of ethnodrama, it draws on literary techniques, including poetry, to evoke 
and convey ambiguity, uncertainty, disruption, contradiction, and the redac-
tic. I also place myself directly into the narrative, particularly in this opening 
and in the concluding chapters. In  these re spects, the book is linked to a tra-
dition of ethnographic writing that seeks to experiment, blur genres, convey 
polyphony versus a singular voice of ethnographic authority, and encourage 
critique and refl exivity54— including the idea that all ethnography, like this 
book, is redactic, a point highlighting the need for us to constantly consider 
the banality of everyday thought and what is being edited out.

In accordance with its ethnodramatic structure, the book proceeds chron-
ologically, moving from the start to the conclusion of Duch’s trial, while oc-
casionally  going outside the “inner” courtroom to explore the related moral 
economies circulating in other places, including the Tuol Sleng Genocide Mu-
seum. Chapter 1 sets the stage with the dramatic opening of Duch’s trial. Th e 
remainder of part I follows the action of the trial as it explored the origins and 
functioning of S-21. Along the way, Duch, witnesses, former S-21 cadre, and sur-
vivors of S-21 provided riveting testimony and commentary. Part II discusses 
the experiences of the victims and diff  er ent articulations of Duch that circulated 
during his trial, especially juridical articulations, during the closing arguments 
and verdict.55 I conclude by returning to where the book began: the Tuol Sleng 
Genocide Museum, the defaced photo graph of Duch, and the notion of the re-
dactic. In keeping with the theme of return, the conclusion is an ending that is 
followed by another iteration, an epilogue that backlights the book.

By structuring the book in this manner and using literary techniques and 
dialogue, I seek to give readers a sense of the trial and the  people involved, 
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as well as to highlight tensions diffi  cult to convey in traditional scholarly 
writing. Th is structure also refl ects my experience of the Duch trial, which 
oft en seemed like a per for mance, and resonates with the importance of the 
oral tradition in Cambodia, where the Khmer Rouge past is oft en recollected 
through narrative and story. Th is style is also more conducive to conveying a 
sense of the redactic and the uncanny, as illustrated by three poems, including 
an erasure poem redacted in black.

I conclude with a last unsettling. Th is chapter has been written from the 
vantage of an English- speaker. Th e word “evil” written on Duch’s shirt served 
as an entry point to explore the frames and articulations circulating at Tuol 
Sleng and the broader concerns of this book. Most of the graffi  ti, however, is in 
Khmer, the Cambodian language. What do  these messages say? Th e meaning 
is redacted to  those who speak only En glish, remaining as an uncanny presence 
on the photo.

 Here again we fi nd a juxtaposition of the familiar and strange, an ethno-
graphic encounter suggesting an excess, an articulation of moral understand-
ings that falls short, leaving a surplus of meaning ready to unexpectedly burst 
forth. Invoking a Western adage, several visitors to Tuol Sleng commented on 
the photo graphs  there: “A picture says a thousand words.”  Th ere may be truth 
to this saying, but as the scribbles on Duch’s photo illustrate, what is seen de-
pends on the language a person speaks, on the frames mediating that person’s 
articulations, and on what that person edits out.
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